Research helped me consider the many career options post-grad. I made great, supportive connections through these outlets that I know I can rely on for support in the future. Who knows, maybe I will return and work for them!"

Internships
"Rarely has anyone asked me what job atmosphere or environment did I want, or more importantly... what kind I thrived in. Internships and jobs helped me rule out environments and roles, which was extremely valuable."

Research
"Research helped me consider the many career options post-grad. I made great, supportive connections through these outlets that I know I can rely on for support in the future. Who knows, maybe I will return and work for them!"

Jobs
"My job gave me a lot of skills that I was able to market like customer service experiences, communication skills, and handling situations in crisis."

2020 WAS A TURBULENT YEAR
The Logger class of 2020 reported impacts to their plans and perspectives in response to COVID, the political landscape, the climate crisis, and issues related to social justice. Class of 2020 grads are responding to these impacts in a variety of ways – adapting to unexpected challenges with poise and creativity, and even embracing the chance to shift their path and explore new opportunities.

"The political climate as well as Covid-19 have given me pause in trying to figure out what I want and need to do next to contribute to a more just and sustainable future for all."

"After seeing how the pandemic was addressed in the USA and learning about the socio economic safeguards in place in other countries, I am now interested to learn about how other countries respond and prepare for climate change induced natural disasters."

WHAT ARE THEY DOING SEVEN MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION?*
83% are employed, continuing their education, or engaged in public service.

Employed 58%
Continuing Education 19%
Public Service 7%
Private Sector 16%
Applying for jobs or grad school, traveling, exploring options, or attending to other priorities.

HOW MANY GAINED EXPERIENCE THROUGH PART-TIME JOBS OR INTERNSHIPS BEFORE GRADUATING?
52% Internship
96% Part-time Job

Internships
Amazon
AmeriSave Mortgage
Blue Origin (Aerospace Manufacturing)
Convoy (Freight Technology)
Epic Systems Software
KNKX Public Radio
Nanosting Technologies
Odd Dog Media
Pacific NW Nat’l Laboratory
Public Health Institute
Russell Investments
Seattle Children’s Hospital
Sound Generations
Telecare Corporation
Arizona State University
Columbia University
Gonzaga University
Northwestern University
Stanford University
University of Minnesota
University of Oregon
University of Puget Sound
University of Washington - Seattle

Research
AmeriCorps
City Year

Jobs
AmeriCorps
City Year
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"The political climate as well as Covid-19 have given me pause in trying to figure out what I want and need to do next to contribute to a more just and sustainable future for all."
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* The data in this section represents verifiable information gathered for 71% of Puget Sound’s 2020 graduating class.